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A Comparative Study of
Sophus Keith .W inther and Carl Hansen
By Rudolf J. Jensen

"Til Ungdommen"
Sad vi og vented' i Stilhed, mens Timer og Dage blev Aar,
Vented', til Nakken blev b¢jet, til Sneen faldt i vort Haar,
Vented' paa Suset i Skoven , paa Raabet: Han Kommer.
Han kommer!
Vagten vilde vi v.ere, - H.edersvagten for dem,
Som havde stridt og sejret, som bragte Kransen hjem.
Fakler vilde vi svinge, i R.ekke og F¢lge gaa,
Den , som ,Iren tilkommer, skulde ogA:ren faa;
Tungt paa de tr.ette Skuldre laa Dagens Byrde og Hede,
Q)jet blve tr.et af at s¢ge, L.eben tr.et af at bede,
Et kun gav Tanken Hvile, - 'et kun gav Sindet Ro :
Blev ej givet os meget, - i lidet var vi dog tro.
Tro i det lidet g.elder os M.end med det graanende Haar,
Som i Taalmod har ventet, mens Timer og Dage blev Aar,
Ud til den kommende Sl.egt i Angst vi Budskabet sendte :
Er det Dig, der skal komme, eller skal en anden vi vente?
Ungdom , vi sp¢rger i Alvor: Er Du den sejrende Magt?1

This short poem written by Carl Hansen expresses the
essential conflicts of the Danish emigrant in the United
States . In their relentless struggle to survive on the plains of
the American midwest, two concerns dominated the
consciousness of the emigrant. One was the continuous sense
of doubt about the wisdom leaving the old country and the
other was the necessarily unanswered question of whether the
privations of their present life would be rewarded by the
success of the following generations . The dreams and hopes
of most Danish-American emigrants were in fact not fulfilled
in accordance with their expectations. Neither the ideals of
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economic prosperity nor those of personal fulfillment were
often realized . The particular nature of this discrepancy
between ideality and reality as it is represented in the works
of two writers is the subject of the following article.
For the purpose of most clearly developing this theme I
have limited the subject of the present study to the prose of
Sophus Keith Winther and Carl Hansen . Winther's trilogy is
already famili·ar to reade~s of The Bridge, from Norman
Bansen's fine article in the first issue. My reason for including
Winther's novels in this study is neither to contradict nor
paraphrase Professor Bansen's commentary, but it is rather to
develop characteristics intrinsic to the trilogy in terms of their
thematic relation to the prose of Carl Hansen . Thus, the
intention here is to compare and contrast the tension
between the ideals and the actual experience of DanishAmerican immigrants as it is presented in the prose of
Winther and Hansen .
In the course of this article I shall focus upon three
interrelated themes as they are shown in the texts of the six
prose works discussed . The first theme is the ideal of
"Bildung", or individual development. This theme refers to
the traditional optimistic belief in the coalescence of
individual ideals and social reality, i .e., the attainment of
personal ideals of material and spiritual success within
contemporary social norms for the mutual benefit of both
parties. The second theme of this article is the difference
between the values of the first-generation and the secondgeneration . Both material conditions and personal expectations were considerably different for these two groups. The
third theme may be defined in terms of suffering. In this
context, the first generation clearly suffered in the extreme.
However, in the works of both Winther and Hansen, there is a
distinct differentiation between the nature of suffering
between men and women . Because the male is traditionally
expected to be the dominant and enterprising member of the
family, his struggle is externalized, i.e., he fights against the
weather, interest payments to the local bank, and the speculative investments of big business in land . Whether he
succeeds or fails, the male's struggle is predominantly
portrayed the context of generalized and impersonal forces.
Correspondingly, his success or failure is characteristically
evaluated on-ly in terms of socio-economic values. In cotrast,
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both Winther and Hansen show women to be the most
sympathetic and suffering members of the immigrant families.
The male characters may well suffer from the primary
involvement with nature and economic institutional reality,
but ultimately, it is the women who must suffer the practical
ramifications of external changes. They are the ones who are
responsible for maintaining both the physical and spiritual
basis for a home life, for giving birth to- the succeeding
generation as well as raising it, and for doing the daily chore
around the homestead-and all this was usually done in an
environment of social-and-geographic isolation .
In Winther's trilogy, the essential conflict exists in the
dualistic perception that the first-generation, i .e., Peter and
Meta Crimsen, experiences of their life in the U.S.A. Understandably, their most enduring doubts involved their decision
to leave their home in Demark for an indeterminate future in
an unknown land . Their struggle in the new land is first and
foremost directed toward a resolution of their doubts about
their seemingly irrevocable decision to leave the country of
their birth and past in the attempt to establish a new,
different, and better life in an alien environment.
The individual perception of conflict in the decision to
depart from " deres familie og hjemegn", and the separate
existence in a society that was both geographically and
culturally different from their traditional identity can hardly
be exaggerated . To judge from both historical documentation
and Sophus Keith Winther's trilogy, this conflict must be
considered to represent the initial problem to be confronted
by first-generation emigrants. However, as reflected in
Winther's trilogy, this tension of new identity versus
traditional identity is gradually resolved for the first
generation as they are forced by the economic realities of
their new environment to either forget or sublimate their
dreams of the old country to obtain even a subsistence level
of existence. Despite whatever dreams the emigrant to the
USA may have had about a golden future in "the promised
land", it soon became eminently clear to them that while
they had left the rigid socio-economic structure of their
homeland, they had entered a land where they were a
boot-strap lower class-without money, without social connections, and without knowledge of the dominant language .
Against this background, it is understandable that Peter
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and Meta Grimsen should strive most to establish economic
independence and well-being for their family . Yet, even as
their private ideals of material prosperity are crushed in the
new land, they do not resign themselves to defeat. As much
as the dominant economic situation may be against
them-and indeed it temporarily rends their family as well as
ultimately killing Peter-the psycho-social justification for this
suffering becomes the dream of success for the second
generation . In this manner, the tension of initial-and-ongoing
alienation from both the old and new countries can successfully be resolved . Whatever personal hardships and sacrifices
the first generation must endure are ligitimated by the belief
that the next generation will be spared these sufferings and
thus can attain a degree of socio-economic success unattainable in the old country. This is the fundamental dream of
Peter and Meta Grimsen as they struggle in Nebraska.
Socio-economic conditions of immigrant existence in the
American midwest during the late nineteenth-century were
often not conducive to nourishing the immigrants' dreams for
personal fulfillment. The Grimsens settled in an area of the
country where they had to rent-farm and this economic
reality ultimately determined the fate of the familyespecially for Peter and his relationship with his sons. He
fought against the economic dependence of being a
rent-farmer and his sons fought against him as they perceived
him to be an intransigent authoritarian over their development. This father-son conflict is shown to have a similar
ideological basis for both parties because each generation is
seeking to establish its independence. While Peter struggles
against the exploitation of his economic situation , his sons
struggle to achieve an individual identity in terms of their ties
to their parents and to the reality of life in a
rapidly-developing American society. Peter' s and Meta's sons
perceive an ethical bond to their parents and the ideals of
Denmark, but they also realize that they must establish an
independent life for themselves both personally and
economically.
The dual nature of this struggle within the family is
explicitly shown during the process when Peter loses his farm .
. . . Peter was exerting all of his strength to make one last
deep impression on his sons.
All these years he had striven with a directness that
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granted no quarter to man or nature, to win the battle for
material prosperity. As his days drew near to the end, and
his victory, once so near, was being dissipated in papers
passed from hand to hand among bankers, agents, and
finance companies, he strove for one lasting victory over
his children.2
In both Denmark and the USA, Peter's improverished
economic situation determined the orientation of his life. His
life had always been a bitter struggle with proverty and as a
result he became a slave to nature's cyclical law to plant and
to harvest. The struggle for material prosperity and even often
only a bare subsistence, represented the primary purpose of
Peter's life. Yet, his obsession for work, which was a prerequisite for survival on a marginal level of existence, had as its
source the well-being of the Grimsen family . His goal was to
provide them with material sustenance and to keep the family
together as a nuclear unit for mutual individual support.
Peter's dominant motivation for his actions may be economic,
but it is important to recognize that underlying this obsession
is his ethical and emotional commitment to the family.
The ideal shared by Peter, and immigrants in general, is
the successful union of individual goals and social
circumstances. This ideal is traditionally designated as
" Bildung", and is based on an optimistic belief in man. It
assumes the ability of the individual to develop a free and
independent identity in coalescence with material reality,
social norms, and spiritual values. This development of
individual identity in union with supra-individual normative
values requires struggle and conflict, but the underlying
assumption of the ideal is the successful resolution of tension
for the mutual benefit of the individual and the society. This
optimistic ideal of "Bildung" has long been a model for
human behavior and for its representation in literature .
Certainly this ideal played a significant role in the lives of
emigrants to the USA. There seems little reason to doubt that
the conflict of individual ideals for freedom and independence with the socio-economic realities of their condition in
Denmark provided a major reason for their emigration from
the old country. Once they arrived and settled in the
"promised land" the effort to realize these dreams became a
tangible struggle. In the case of the Grimsen family, the
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struggle can be divided into two distinct areas : the material
and the personal.
In the material dimension of their lives the Crimsensand especially, Peter-fail to attain the coalescence of their
ideals and their reality . The factors of their initial proverty,
combined with the capriciousness of nature and the
institutional inequity of the U .S. economic system, all
militated against them . The direct cause for the Crimsen's
economic failure is the omnipresent impersonal reality of
individual exploitation by big-business through land and crop
speculation . In this situation, it makes no difference that
Peter plans well and works hard; he simply has no chance for
individual success within the present economic structure. The
incipient material demise of their farm and economy is
reflected by the physical deterioration of Peter. He sees the
ideal to which he had dedicated the best years of his life
being lost and he knows he has no power to affect the
inevitable outcome, i .e., the loss of all his property. After the
auction, Peter dies .
While Peter concedes the failure of his life in the material
dimension, he does make a last effort to rebel against his fate
of loss by directing his final efforts toward his sons. In this
personal sphere, Peter had never been able to establish bonds
with his sons and indeed had actively alienated the oldest
into the role of permanent outcast. Yet, during the process of
losing his farm, when he realizes the hopelessness of further
material striving, Peter directs his will toward demonstrating
the human necessity of ethical and honorable behavior. The
ideal of economic independence that he and Meta had
sought in the USA was not to be realized, but Peter now
implores his sons to look to the future for a better life . The
dream of material prosperity has been shown to be without
foundation for the first generation, but hope dies hard and
they urge their children to continue the ideal quest in the
future . For Peter and Meta, America promised more than it
gave. However, Peter dies with the optimistic belief that his
dreams will come to fruition for the second generation .
In Winther's trilogy, one can see the tension between the
ideals for material prosperity and human understanding. It is
the story of a family which suffers economic failure and only
partial success in enduring as a family unit. The ethical
viability of the family unit could only be determined by the
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lives of the Grimsen children, and their adulthood is not a
part of the trilogy. The human values inherent within the
Grimsen family are surely positive signs for hope, however the
dominant theme of the trilogy is failure-the failure of the
isolated individual in his struggle against the amorphous
institutional forces of his society and economy.
The underlying theme of the literature written by Carl
Hansen shows a tension between material prosperity and
personal well-being that is similar to that of Sophus Keith
Winther. However, in general , Hansen possesses a more
optimi stic view of man than does Winther. Whereas both
writers share a common belief about the necessary conflict
between an individual's attainment of economic success and
his ability to maintain a humanitarian concern for others, Carl
Hansen's prose shows an almost inevitable progression of the
ambitious immigrant from proverty, through difficult times, to
a position of economic success . This progression of material
development is typical of Hansen's protagonists; yet, subtly
underlying this general paradigm of economic success is
Hansen's predominant interest in " mennesket", i .e., the effect
of material wealth and poverty upon an individual's daily life
and values.
Carl Hansen was born on May 28, 1860, in Holbaek,
Denmark. He emigrated to the USA in 1885, and after brief
stays in Elk Horn , Iowa, and West Denmark, Wisconsin, he
settled in Tyler, Minnesota. Here he taught at the folk high
school , became the town's postmaster, and established a
pharmacy. In 1910, he moved to the west-coast : first to
Washington and then to Junction City, Oregon . He died in
Seattle in 1916.
In the words of J. Christian Bay, Carl Hansen's values in
life comprised a basic humanitarianism .
. . . hjemme havde han der, hvor Kirken og det historiske
Folkeliv rejser sig paa dansk Grund . Prc=eriens Vidsyn
blev til Vidsyn i hans Sjc=el, og han beundrede de
Mennesker, der i Tidens Omskiftelighed helt blev tro
mod sig selv.3
In the three works discussed in this article, (Przriens B.srn,
Przriefolk, and Fra Pr.erien), thi s point-of-view -- is well
documented . There can be little doubt that he believed in the
" American Dream", and it may not be too great an exaggeration to say that the characters in Hansen's prose generally
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succeed to an economic degree beyond all reasonable
expectation . As a result, the primary tension in his fiction is
not between economic failure and personal accomplishment
as in Winther's trilogy, but quite the opposite, i .e., the tension
between material prosperity and its immediate potential to
destroy individual ethical values.
Both authors create a dualistic literary universe whose
epistemological foundation can be defined in terms of the
material and the spiritual dimensions of existence. Winther
stresses the economic failure of the Danish immigrant as a
have-not in American society, while Hansen emphasizes the
economic success of the upwardly-mobile immigrant .
Winther's literature attempts to mitigate its message of
material hopelessness by providing a potential ideal of
communal consciousness among succeeding generations;
while Hansen's literature often directly shows the deleterious
effects of material well-being upon the ideals of social
brotherhood .
The lives of the characters in Hansen's stories are difficult
and lonely. " Der er saa mange, der er bleven , som har
begyndt paa Prcerien," sagde han eftertcenksomt, " Det
gjcelder blot om at holde ud ; - men det er - sommetider lidt haardt Arbeide, - og det bliver ogsaa noget ensomt."4 This is the welcome that S#en's newly-arrived
Danish bride receives from him. In this story called
" Velstand", Hansen shows the difficult living conditions of
the homesteader. After their first year together on their farm ,
Martha and S#en have managed only to pay the interest on
their farm-loan and past debts for their groceries. Their only
consolation can be to wait until next year in hope of a better
harvest and higher prices . This couple does succeed in their
struggle for material prosperity, but the costs are high . In
addition to having a child every year, Martha works from
dawn to dusk, and S¢ren must spend all his time plowing,
sowing, weeding, and fertilizing his fields or else working for
others. At the age of thirty, Martha and S#en are already old
folks who have lost both their youth and their spirit. " Sliddet
og Kampen mod Prceriefarmerens Fjender havde suget Marven
ud af deres Aandsliv. "5 S#en's only goal in the new land has
been, " at komme I Velstand, kanske blive rig, (og) Martha
maatte trcekke sin halveel af det tunge lces."6 In this story the
protagonists are shown victorious in a material dimension , but
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they are completely without any spiritual values.
Carl Hansen's only novel, Przriefolk, provides the most
inclusive presentation of his view of man and existence. This
novel is the tale of a Danish community called Hartland,
South Dakota, Characteristic of Hansen's prose, Przriefolk
shows the origin of the settlement, its economic development,
and finally the social dissension and spiritual anomie in this
economically-successful community . At the beginning ,
Hartland is described as "en Vorte paa Prcerien" : with two
stores, four real estate agents, two bars, a pettifogger, a hotel,
a public barn, and a Danish doctor. Most of the inhabitants
of the area are homesteaders who farm 160 acres of land and
despite the occasional leadership of the doctor, farmer
Svendstrup, or the bank-director, the protagonist of the novel
is the group of immigrants who make up the community of
Hartland . External forces in Hansen's South Dakota are no less
a dominant power than they are in Winther's Nebraska. The
farmers fear drought and cyclones in the summer, blizzards in
the winter, as well as the omni-present obligations of loan
repayments and interest to the bank. A notable distinction is
the fact that the bank-director in Pr.eriefolk is portrayed as a
human being who has both a social conscience and an
interest in community development.
The immigrant farmers of Hartland are conscious of the
control national politics and economic activity excercises
over lives and they are also aware of how little they can
affect this reality . Yet, in spite of this situation, the farmers of
Hartland do manage to succeed economically. As the
correlative to material prosperity, however, is the individual
tendency toward socially-destructive action for the purpose of
increased personal economic gain . This conflict is clearly
described in the following quotation .
Der var en Tid, -og det var Prceriens Guldalder-da den
ene
Nabo turde rcekke Haanden ud og hj.elpe den anden,
uden at
der blev slcengt et Dollarstykke efter ham .. . Men
'Hartkornet' begynder at tale med i disse Dage; der
bliver Rigmand og Fattigmand paa Prcerien .7
This egocentric tendency is economically-motivated and
its individually-corrupting potential is often tempered by
occurences beyond the individual's control, i.e., national
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inflation or deflation, severe weather, personal misfortune, or
dramatic social changes.
Most of the characters in this "Saga of the Prairie" do not
suffer grave doubts about the wisdom of leaving Denmark for
their new life and this phenomenon can most likely be
attributed to the fact that they are successful in their struggle
for economic propserity. This quest may be successful and
the immigrants may be able to derive satisfaction from their
accomplishments, but vital dimensions of human existence
have been sacrificed in the struggle, while the next generation
again represents the hope for a better future .
. . . det er alligeval den f¢rste Generation, der
slider og forsager;-og den anden, der nyder Frugterne. Vi bliver saa vant til at arbejde, saa vant til at
leve uden Nydelser, at vi ikke forstaar andet. Vi
undvcerer Livets Komfort og Glceder saa lceenge, at
vi glemmer de eksisterer.8
This lack of human fellowship and social activity is most
dramatically experienced by the immigrant wives in the
relentless isolation of their rural existence. While it is difficult
to determine whether their dreams of life in the "promised
land" are more romantic or grandiose than those of their
husbands, they inevitably suffer the greatest psychological
and physical hardship. Because of the structure of their
society, the women are limited in the sphere of their activity
to the immediate evnironment of their homes. They have
neither the social nor occupational opportunities for participation beyond the confines of the traditional family and
home. Whether they live in a sod-hut or a drafty shack, this
reality defines quantifiable boundaries of their life. In
addition to meal-preparation, their daily chores, child-raising,
and the birth of a child each year, they had to manage all of
these manifold responsibilities in the isolation of a rural
existence.
It is a small wonder that they were old women by the age
of thirty, sometimes lost their sanity, and often died by the
age of forty. The life of the farmer's wife is piognantly
described in the following words.
Hvile sig! Aa, hvor hun traengte til det! Det forekom
hende ncesten, som om hun aldrig-siden hun kom ud til
Kolonien-havde haft Tid til at lcegge sig til Hvile i
en Seng, aldrig havde turdet lcene sig tilbage i en
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Stol. Altid var der noget, der skulde udrettes straks
og uden Ophold .9
As much as Johanne Svendstrup suffers during her life in
Hartland, she can still justify her sacrifice for the sake of her
husband's socio-economic success, and even more importantly by her faith that her children will enjoy a better life
than she. Johanne dies young, but during her life on the
plains she comes to identify with existence there: With her
body eroded by cancer, she chooses to live her last days on
the farm with her husband, her. children , and within the
society of her only home.
In conclusion, one might say that the key distinction
between Sophus Keith Winther and Carl Hansen as they
show the experience of the Danish-American immigrant is one
of focus. Both writers share a common assumption of the
ideal development of the individual's success in the new land.
However, whereas Winther concentrates on the economic
struggles of the first generation, Hansen focusses on the more
intangible problems of individual spiritual significance. The
conflict of individual ideality and social reality is common to
the prose of both, but Winther stresses the dom inance of a
hostile economic system while Hansen emphasizes the
difficulty of maintaining personal authenticity after one has
succeeded in the material dimension. Hansen's literature is
more optimistic, but both authors conclude their work with a
notably tentative hope of a better future for the next
generation.

FOOTNOTES
1. Carl Hansen, Fra Pr<Erien (Cedar Falls, Iowa: Dansk Boghandel, 1918), p. 147.
2. Sophus Keith Winther, This Passion Never Dies (New York: Macmillan, 1937),
p. 233.
3. Carl Hansen, Fra PrCErien (Cedar Falls: Dansk Boghandel, 1918), p. 15.
4. Carl Hansen, Pr<Eriens 8pm (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: N. Fr. Hansen's Bogtrykkeri,
1896-1897), p . 33.
5. Ibid., p . 43.
6. Ibid., p. 42.
7. Carl Hansen, Pr<Eriefolk (K-Sbenhavn: H. Hagerups Forlag, 1907), p. 33.
8. Ibid., p . 78.
9. Ibid., p . 57.
10. Ibid., p. 158.
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